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@ad iamete ro f7mmandf i t s th roughana luminums leeveasshown inF ig . l 'The
sleeve has an inner diameter of 8 mm and an outer diameter of 10 mm' The nut at A is adjusted so that it
just presses up against the steeve. If the assembly is originally at a temperature of T=20 oC and then is

heated to a temperature of T2=100 oC, determine the average normal stress in the bolt and the sleeve.

Take a.t = 14(10:u)loc,oal= 23(10's7PC. Ert = 200 GPa and Ear = 70 GPa, (10 marks)

Fig. 1

B) A square plate with 800 mm sides parallel to x and Jr-axes has a uniform thickness h : 10 mm and is

made of isotropic steel (E = 200 GPa and v = 0.29). The plate is subjected to a uniform state of stress. If

6z= Trx- trzy= 0 (plane stress), 6x = <rt = 500 MPa and €l = 0 for the plate. Determine 6y= 62 and the final

dimensions of the plate aisuming linearly elastic conditions. (10 marks)

ouESuON NOJ (r5 ilanf,)
@ng,havingadiameterof50mm,istobetransmit tedapoweratarotat ionalspeed
of eoO rev/min, if maximum shear stress is limited to 60 MN/m2. Dete"mine the following: (8 marks)

i) The maximum power that can be transmitted. Take the modulus of rigidity = 80 GNlm2.

;!!) The .o""*rp"ttding angle of twist
O A 250 mm (depth) x 150 mm (width) rectangular beam is subjected to maximum bending moment of

750 kN/m. Determine:- (7 marks)
i) The maximum stress in the beam
ii; tf tne value of E for the beam material is 200 GN/m2. Find out the radius of curuature for that portion

of the beam where the bending is maximum.

QUESTION NO. 3
A) Write short notes about the following:- (3 marks)
. FGM . APF . CNT
B) Determine the packing efficiency and density of sodium chloride from the following data: (i) radius of

the sodium ion = O.lt A,liil radius of chlorine ion = 1.Sl A (iii) atomic mass of sodium :22.99 amu and

atomic mass of chlorine = 35.45 amu. (4 marks)
- 

C)-The gl6rcirg angle-of t0-is'observed in-first-order-Bragg's reflection. Show-thatJhe angle for 3rd

order reflection is 31.39 o.(4 marks)
D) The slow cooling of number of ( BI ) - ( Sb) alloys of different composition gave the following resultsl
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Answer all the followine questions



i) Draw and label the @i) -(Sb) equilibrium phase diagramii) Draw the cooring curves for ailoys containing g0o/o'andr00% (sb)iii) Determine the composition and the weigh_t p-Lrcen;; of the phases p"*s.nfin an40% (Sb) at 510 " C,380 "C and RT. (O *a"t 
"l 

dl

QUESTTON.NOJ
'{) Cite fwo reasons why martensite is so hard and brittre. (4 marks) 

(18 ilan*)
B) consider 1'5 kg of a 99'7o/o Fe and 0,3o c i"on-.u"uon alloy that is coored to a temperature belowthe eutectoid temperatu"l. (g marks)i) compute the amount orp"-euiiloiaEffiI6ilr.
ii) Determine the amount of eutectoid ferrite.
iii) Determine the amount of cementite that forms
c) using the issthermal-trsnsfornafio-n diagram (TTT)--for an iron-carbon aloy of-e.utectoidcomposition' Fig' 2' specify the nature of the final microstructure of a small specimen that has rreensubjected to the following time- temperature treatmrnts (TTT). In each case assume that the.specimen begins at 760'c (1400'F) and ihat it has been hercrai il,i, t.*p""ature rong enough to haveachieved a complete and homogeneous austenitic structure. (6 marks)i) Rapidly cool to 3S0oC, hold for 104s, quench to T.oo,
ii) Rapidly cool to 250oC, hold for 100s, quench to T.oo,
iii) Rapidly cool to 650oc' hold For 20s, rapidly 

"ooiio'+00 
oc, hold for 103s, quench to T'.oo,

alloy containing
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Fig (2)
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